Healthix securely provides a comprehensive picture of a patient’s care over time and across providers and regions. Records are updated 24/7 with each encounter. Connecting practitioners to timely and actionable patient information facilitates care coordination and promotes cost-effective solutions.

Healthix is the largest public health information exchange (HIE) in the nation

Facilitates Coordination of Care and Lowers Costs

• Reduce duplicative tests and avoidable hospital re-admissions by accessing diagnostic reports, medication lists, allergies, laboratory and radiology reports.
• Monitor and manage complex patients through customizable, real-time clinical alerts.
• Know when your patients have been admitted or discharged from the emergency room or an inpatient stay using clinical alerts routed to your email or smart phone.
• Access patient data for statewide encounters and coordinate care with providers to meet Meaningful Use requirements.

Types of Data Exchanged

• Demographics: Name, Gender, DOB, Race, Ethnicity, Language
• Advanced Directives
• Allergies & Medication Allergies
• Care Plans
• Clinical Summaries
• Diagnoses & Procedures
• Discharge Summaries
eMOLST (electronic medical orders for life sustaining treatment)
• EMS Run Sheets
• Encounters
• Health Plan Claims Data
• Immunizations
• iSTOP (Opioid Prescribing)
• Lab Tests, Values, Results
• Medicaid Claims Data
• Medications
• Minor Data
• Observations
• Other Diagnostic Results
• Pharmacy Fill Data
• Problem Lists
• Radiology Reports & Images
• SAMHSA Data
• Vital Signs (Height, Weight, BP)
Healthix Services facilitate exchange of actionable data in real-time to enhance care coordination, improve clinical outcomes and lower costs.

Patient Search
Healthix is a gateway to real-time, actionable patient data to improve routine care, emergency care or care management. Data can be queried directly from an EHR via Single Sign On or through the Healthix Portal. With increased patient mobility and expanded healthcare delivery options, Healthix provides access to the bigger patient picture 24/7.

Clinical Alerts
Clinical Alerts help providers and care managers coordinate patient care by notifying them when an event occurs anywhere within Healthix. Triggers include:
- Hospital and Emergency Department admissions and discharges
- Skilled Nursing Facility admissions and discharges
- Incarceration and release from NYC Correctional Facilities
- Patient expiration
- New clinical data
- Frequent ED usage

Delivery of Clinical Summaries
Healthix has the ability to push clinical summaries (CCD and C-CDA), lab results and more to health homes, PPSs, FQHCs, hospital-based health systems and others.

Predictive Analytics
Healthix provides sophisticated analytics, so organizations can quickly identify patients at highest risk of developing serious health conditions (e.g. heart attack, diabetes, stroke) and intervene early, as appropriate.